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Perhaps more than any other contemporary artist, Gerhard Richter has attempted to undermine any critical system which would assimilate his work with any one stylistically established group of artists. His only consistency seems to be in the constant shifts of style in his work. Yet, despite the apparently confusing variety of formal presentations and of source material which he has explored, there may be a way to understand his overall conceptual approach without denying him the provocative role of devil's advocate which he seems so consciously to have chosen for himself.

Richter was born in 1932 in Dresden, in what is now East Germany. He had formal training in the art school of that city from 1951 to 1955. By the time he moved to the west in March 1961, just before the erection of the Berlin Wall, he had already attempted to separate himself from the official realist art dictated by the state. In Düsseldorf where he settled and where, since 1971, he has been a professor at the Staatlichen Junstakademie, Richter immersed himself in the latest experiments of a rapidly expanding artistic community. However, as one distanced by both artistic and political background, he remained an outsider and was thus able to comment critically on the very ideas which were then current in the West German artistic environment which was just beginning to sense its freedom after the years of state imposed Nazi realist art.

Richter's first major exhibition was one he staged with Konrad Lueg (now the gallery dealer Konrad Fischer) and artist Sigmar Polke, also a refugee from East Germany. Capitalist Realism opened in October 1963 in a furniture showroom with paintings (including Mouth [1963] in this exhibition) by the artists scattered among the wares and with the artists sitting in a living room environment commenting on the situation. Although clearly responsive to Pop happenings in this country, the
Capitalist Realist show also had sharp political and critical edges. The artists were asking, in effect, if Pop, with its obsessive references to consumer culture, was, in fact, a capitalist art, one with inevitable ties to the economic (and thus political) system in which it was produced, and, therefore, one which could only be carried to those places which aligned themselves with the post-war political activities of the United States. Moreover, in a Germany rushing headlong into westernization under Konrad Adenauer the term realism had uncomfortable echoes of the Nazi regime, memories of which the government was successfully trying to erase. And, of course, for Richter realism had been the official style of the communist government under which he had been trained. So the Capitalist Realism show was concerned as much about conflicting political systems as it was about different possibilities of artistic style.

Richter's early paintings are complex in the double reference to contemporary explorations in the arts and to the social realities of the world created. Mouth actually derives from a photograph of Brigit Bardot, clearly a reference to Warhol's Marilyn images of 1962. Unlike his American counterpart, Richter refused to give up the painterly quality of the surface; the world of the technically produced image and the world of the artist's own manual dexterity become fused in the single image. Significantly, Richter's image is more overtly sinister and threatening than the glamorous publicity icon of Marilyn. In paintings like Helen (1963) and C. Dereal (1964), Richter makes further comment on the issue of technical skill by painting an apparently minutely accurate representation of the figure and then drawing a wide brush over it so that the image becomes blurred. Richter simultaneously presents a forceful image and, in a seemingly gratuitous act of aggression against the viewer, makes it hard to read.

The problem of legibility raises a number of concerns central to the content of Richter's work. Virtually all of his images derive from photographs, many of which he has kept in what he calls his "atlas." He adamantly maintains, however, that he wants to paint a photograph, not a painting after a photograph. This equation between the painting and the photograph is Richter's way of evading the term realism while at the same time complicating the discussion of replication. For just as the photograph does not replicate the world which exists before the camera, neither do Richter's paintings replicate the photograph. Tellingly, Richter uses techniques
stemming from photographic "mistakes" - the out-of-focus image, the blur, the accidental or awkward snapshot detail - to comment on the artistic choices being made about what reality to present. The small details of implied larger views (Candle, 1982; Administrative Building, 1964) suggest that Richter chose them because they have some priviledged position within the larger view, yet they stubbornly refuse to divulge any more information than the purely painterly quality of the surface.

When Richter in effect defaces his image by dragging a brush over a meticulously painted form, he not only explores our ability to recognize, process and understand the image, but he also questions our tendency to equate quality with technical skill. And even if we manage to decipher Richter's individual images, we discover that his subject matter is completely banal, unlike the commercial images of Pop which at least provide us with something familiar and valued in the culture (that double-edged word) to consider. Unimportant family snapshots, journalistic photographs and the traditional landscape, portrait or still life from the history of art all play a role in Richter's
work. As subjects they are important because they suggest personal histories and age-old traditions which here seem to be fading from consciousness regardless of how much we wish to retain our heritage and memories. While we are left with an intriguing painting as a work of art, we are also left with a nagging suspicion that we have lost something or that our perceptual abilities have been dulled beyond repair, perhaps from the very glut of media images from which Richter himself finds his non-subjects.

The effaced image also places Richter squarely in the middle of the ongoing dialogue concerning representation and abstraction which has been central to modern criticism. He seems to favor neither figurative nor abstract art (neither the art of the East nor that of the West), but instead provides an amalgamation of the two. Those painterly blurs on the surface, comparable to the later out-of-focus images like Holger Freidrich (1972), are, after all, but a form of pictorial abstraction, even
though the figure still exerts a demanding presence. And the close-up detail and cropping in *Tubes* (1967), while depicting the shining cylindrical forms virtually diagramatically, ultimately present merely abstract pattern on the surface.

In 1976 when Richter began to make pictures which he himself calls abstract paintings, he was, in fact, simply carrying on his earlier investigations. In these images, however, the object depicted is presumably but a photograph of a small section of a larger abstract painting, and it is painted with meticulous realistic detail. Richter has succeeded in erasing the questionable distinctions often made between realism and abstraction and in so doing provides a critique of our normal critical predispositions. That Richter is able to raise these critical and perceptual questions, while at the same time providing us with paintings which are visually brilliant and conceptually captivating, is a measure of his importance as an artist.
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